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rapidly activate with solid tumors that showed microgram doses of ICT01

Background We presented EVICTION Trial data from patients
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#316, SITC 2020). Confirming tumor infiltration of activated γ982 T cells and the subsequent clinical benefit are the next steps in characterizing the therapeutic potential of ICT01.

Methods EVICTION is an ongoing Phase 1/2a, EU and US trial assessing ICT01 monotherapy (IV Q3W) in advanced/refractory solid and hematologic cancers, and ICT01 in combination with pembrolizumab (200mg IV Q3W) in solid tumor patients who failed ≥1 CPI. Pharmacodynamic activity was monitored by immunophenotyping and cytokine level analysis. Tumor biopsies (baseline, Day 28) were used for immunohistochemistry of BTN3A and tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, and gene expression profiling. Efficacy evaluations were conducted every 8 weeks.

Results ICT01 monotherapy dose escalation (20μg to 200mg IV ICT01 Q3W) in solid tumor patients (Group A, n=32) has been completed, and 3 dose cohorts of ICT01 (700μg, 2 and 7 mg) plus Pembrol (Group C, n=12) were completed; both without any DLTs. First-dose fever and chills (Grade 1/2) were the most common AEs that increased in frequency but were both without any DLTs. First-dose fever and chills (Grade 1/2) post ICT01 induced trafficking of >95% of circulating γ982 T cells within 30 min post ICT01 (>2mg), which was sustained for 21 days at doses ≥75mg. Transient, dose-dependent increases in serum cytokines at 30 min (TNFα) or 4h (IFNγ) post-dose were correlated with baseline γ982 T cell counts and with activation and migration of NK and CD8 T cells out of the blood at doses ≥7mg. Higher baseline circulating γ982 T cells and lower TILs were associated with more robust intra-tumoral increases in total γδ(3–34x increase), CD3 (3–55x increase) and CD8 T cells (1.3–66x increase), which demonstrated the potential to transform an immune desert tumor phenotype. Disease control by ITT analysis of RECIST1.1 data was observed in 6/32 (SD) and 4/7 patients (3 SD (bladder, melanoma, NSCLC), 1 PR (bladder)) in Groups A and C, respectively, with 5/6 patients at 7mg in Group C not yet evaluable.

Conclusions These results show a broad antitumor immune response in the blood and tumors comprising γ982, CD8 T cell, and NK cell activation and tumor-infiltration following ICT01 alone and in combination with pembrolizumab. Preliminary efficacy data suggest low-dose ICT01 plus pembrolizumab may be more effective than ICT01 monotherapy for advanced/refractory solid tumors, which requires confirmation.
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